**BluOS 2.12.4**

The latest BluOS software, version 2.12.4, is a maintenance release that includes several performance improvements and feature enhancements.

### Software Requirements

- BluOS Controller for iOS, version 2.12.2 or higher
- BluOS Controller for Android and Kindle Fire, version 2.12.2 or higher
- BluOS Controller for Mac OS, version 2.12.0 or higher
- BluOS Controller for Windows PC, version 2.12.0 or higher

### Enhancements

- Menu option updates iHeartRadio and Microsoft Groove.
- Calm radio reliability improvements.
- CI580 trigger out turns off after no audio timeout.
- Fix discovery problem with iOS NAD AV Remote app.
- Playing MQA tracks could affect optical input on Soundbar.
- Improvements to local library replication to new players.
- Performance optimizations for MDC BluOS cards and MQA playback.
- Can view artist details for artists with apostrophes in their name.
- Better search results for artists with international characters.